ANNEXURE
Questionnaire
(For Patients /Consumers)

Name (Optional) :
Age
Sex
Residence
Religion
Educational Qualification :
Martial Status:
Occupation:
Members of Family:

1. Do you know about the Competition Act
   - Not known
   - Known
   - Well known

2. Your knowledge about the Competition Commission of India
   - Not known
   - Known
   - Well known

3. Do you know about who is called as a Consumer?
   - Not known
   - Known
   - Well known

4. Do you know about the Consumer Protection Act, 1986
   - Not known
   - Known
   - Well known

5. Do you know about the Deficiency in Service and Deficiency of Goods?
   - Not known
   - Known
   - Well known

6. Do you know about the Consumer Court and Consumer Cases?
   - Not known
   - Known
   - Well known

7. Do you know about Medicinal Product Liability?
   - Not known
   - Known
   - Well known
8. Do you know about the Unfair Trade Competition and Anti-competitive Practices?
   - Not known
   - Known
   - Well known

9. Do you know about the AG Novartis case?
   - Not known
   - Known
   - Well known

10. Do you know about the anti-competition practices in the pharmaceutical and health care sector?
    - Not known
    - Partly known
    - Well known

11. Your view in what way the anti-competition practices curbs in the pharmaceutical health care sector?
    - Not known
    - Partly known
    - Well known

12. Your knowledge about the Drugs and Cosmetics Act, 1940 and Drugs and Cosmetics Rules
    - Not known
    - Partly known
    - Well known

13. In your opinion, the Consumer Protection Act, 1986 is
    - Not effective
    - Effective
    - Very effective

14. In your opinion, the protection of the right of the Consumer Under the Consumer Protection Act, 1986 is
    - Not effective
    - Effective
    - Very effective

15. In your opinion, the level of effectiveness of the introduction of the Competition Commission of India
    - Not effective
    - Effective
    - Very effective

16. In your opinion, the level of effectiveness of the introduction of the Competition Act
    - Not effective
    - Effective
    - Very effective
17. Do you aware about the consequence of buying medicine in the medical shop without Doctor's Prescription
   - Not known
   - Partly known
   - Well known

18. Your view about affordability of life saving medicine in India
   - Not Easily affordable
   - Affordable
   - Not affordable

19. Your opinion about impact of Competition Law in health care sector
   - Not effective
   - Effective
   - More effective

20. Do you know about Consumer Policies which is related to health care sector
   - Not known
   - Known
   - Well known

21. Do you know about the Medical Negligence?
   - Not known
   - Known
   - Well known

22. Do you know that you should get receipt when you bought medicine?
   - Not known
   - Known
   - Well known

23. Do you know that medicine should be bought only by the prescription of Doctors?
   - Not known
   - Known
   - Well known

24. Do you know about Consumer Dispute?
   - Not known
   - Known
   - Well known

25. Do you know about the Patented and Non-patented Medicine?
   - Not known
   - Known
   - Well known

26. Do you know about the medicine which is patented under the Patent Act?
   - Not known
   - Known
   - Well known
27. Do you know that if medicine is patented the price will increase?
   o Not known
   o Known
   o Well known

28. Do you know that Patented Medicine is related with the price fixing of that medicine
   o Well known
   o Known
   o Not known

29. Your views about the position of Medicinal Product Liability in India
   o Not known
   o Known
   o Well known

30. Your view about the period of patented medicine
   o Not known
   o Known
   o Well known
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Questionnaire
(For Doctors)

1. Name (Optional) :
2. Age
3. Sex
4. Educational Qualification: M.B.B.S/MD/MS
5. Residence: Urban / Semi-urban

5. Length of Practice: 0-5 yrs  
                          6-10 yrs  
                          11-15 yrs  
                          above 15.

6. No of Patients you attending and consulting per day  
                                                    Below 25  
                                                    Above 25

7. No of Medical representative you meet in a day  
                                                0-3  
                                                4-6  
                                                7 & above

1. Your knowledge about the Competition Act 2002  
                                               o Not known  
                                               o Partly known  
                                               o Well known

2. Do you know about Unfair Trade Competition  
                                               o Not known  
                                               o Partly known  
                                               o Well known

3. Your knowledge about the health care sector under Competition Act  
                                                                 o Not known  
                                                                 o Partly known  
                                                                 o Well known

4. Your knowledge about the Anti competitive practices in the pharmaceutical and health care sector  
                                                                 o Not known  
                                                                 o Partly known  
                                                                 o Well known

5. Your knowledge about Consumer Protection Act, 1986  
                                               o Not known  
                                               o Partly known  
                                               o Well known
6. Your knowledge about the Patient Rights under Consumer Protection Act, 1986
   - Not known
   - Partly known
   - Well known

7. Your knowledge about the Doctor’s liability to the patient/consumer under Consumer Protection Act, 1986 is
   - Not known
   - Partly known
   - Well known

8. Your knowledge about your liability while treating your patients
   - Not known
   - Partly known
   - Well known

9. Your knowledge about Doctrine of Deficiency of service in medicine as in the Consumer Protection Act, 1986
   - Not known
   - Partly known
   - Well known

10. Your knowledge about Pharmacy Act, 1961
    - Not known
    - Partly known
    - Well known

11. Your knowledge about the India Medical Council (Professional Conduct, Etiquette and Ethics) Regulation, 2002
    - Not known
    - Partly known
    - Well known

12. In your opinion, the Consumer Protection Act, 1986
    - Not effective
    - Effective
    - More effective

13. In your opinion, the level effectiveness of the introduction of Competition Commission of India
    - Not effective
    - Effective
    - Very effective

14. In your opinion, the effectiveness of Competition Act & CCI comparing with MRTP Act
    - Not effective
    - Effective
    - More effective
15. In your opinion how far the National Pharmaceutical Policy, 2002 is effective
   o Not effective
   o Partly effective
   o Effective

16. In your opinion, how far the impact of Competition Act in the health care sector is effective
   o Not effective
   o Partly effective
   o Effective

17. In your opinion, the affordability of life saving medicine in India
   o Not affordable
   o Affordable
   o Easily affordable

18. Your knowledge about the famous Supreme Court case A.G. Novelties vs. UOI
   o Not known
   o Partly known
   o Well known

19. Your knowledge about the famous Supreme Court case Indian Medical Association vs. V.P. Shanthi
   o Not known
   o Partly known
   o Well known

20. Your knowledge about the famous Supreme Court case Harjoth Aluwalia vs. Spring Meadows Hospital is
   o Not known
   o Partly known
   o Well known

21. In your opinion, how far the medicinal product liability is effective in India
   Not effective
   Partly effective
   Effective
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**Questionnaire**

(Manufacturer)

Name (Optional) : 

Age 

Educational Qualification : 

Experience : 
- 0-5 yrs
- 6-10 yrs
- Above 10 yrs.

Nature of Manufacture: 
- Medicine & Drugs alone
- Medicine & Other products also

Size of the Company: 
- Small/Medium/Large

R & D: 
- Available/Not available

1. Your knowledge about Competition Law 
   - Not known 
   - Partly known 
   - Well known 

2. Your knowledge about the health care sector under Competition Act is 
   - Not known 
   - Partly known 
   - Well known 

3. Your knowledge about Anti-Competitive practices in the Pharmaceutical and health care sector 
   - Not known 
   - Partly known 
   - Well known 

4. Do you know about Unfair Trade competition 
   - Not known 
   - Partly known 
   - Well known 

5. Your knowledge about Pharmacy Act 1961 is 
   - Not known 
   - Partly known 
   - Well known 

6. Your knowledge about Consumer Protection Act, 1986 
   - Not known 
   - Partly known 
   - Well known
7. Do you know about the Consumer Policies which is related to health care sector
   - Not known
   - Known
   - Well known

8. Your knowledge about the Drugs and Cosmetics Act 1940 and Drugs and Cosmetics Rules
   - Not known
   - Partly known
   - Well known

9. Do you know about Drug Price Regulation?
   - Not known
   - Partly known
   - Well known

10. Do you aware of AG Novartis Case
    - Not known
    - Partly known
    - Well known

11. In your opinion, the protection of the rights of the consumers under the Consumer Protection Act, 1986
    - Very effective
    - Effective
    - Not effective

12. In your opinion, the level of effectiveness of the introduction of Competition Act
    - Not effective
    - Effective
    - Very effective

13. In your opinion, how far the Competition Act protecting the rights of the consumer
    - Not effective
    - Effective
    - Very effective

14. In your opinion, the level of effectiveness of the introduction of Competition Commission of India.
    - Very much effective
    - Effective
    - Not effective

15. In your opinion, how far the impact or effect of Competition Act & CCI in the health care sector
    - Effective
    - Partly effective
    - Not effective
16. In your opinion, how far the National Pharmaceutical Policy 2002 is effective?
   o Not effective
   o Partly effective
   o Effective

17. In your opinion, whether the Restrictive Licensing is one of the cause for Anti-Competition practices with respect to Pharmaceutical Sector
   o Not accepting
   o Partly accepting
   o Accepting

18. In your view about the affordability of Life Saving Medicine in India
   o Not affordable
   o Affordable
   o Easily affordable

19. Your knowledge about Patented and Non-patented medicine and price effect based on patent
   o Not known
   o Partly known
   o Well known

20. Your assessment about the position of Medicinal Product Liability in India
   o Not effective
   o Partly effective
   o Effective
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Questionnaire
( Pharmacists )

Name (Optional) : 
Age 
Religion: 
Educational Qualification : 
Experience : 0-5 yrs 
6-10 yrs 
Above 10 yrs.

1. Your knowledge about Competition Law
   o Not known
   o Partly known
   o Well known

2. Your knowledge about the health care sector under Competition Act is
   o Not known
   o Partly known
   o Well known

3. Your knowledge about Anti-Competitive practices in the Pharmaceutical and health care sector
   o Not known
   o Partly known
   o Well known

4. Do you know about Unfair Trade competition
   o Not known
   o Partly known
   o Well known

5. Your knowledge about Pharmacy Act 1961 is
   o Not known
   o Partly known
   o Well known

6. Your knowledge about Consumer Protection Act,1986
   o Not known
   o Partly known
   o Well known

7. Do you know about the Consumer Policies which is related to health care sector
   o Not known
   o Known
   o Well known

8. Your knowledge about the Drugs and Cosmetics Act 1940 and Drugs and Cosmetics Rules
   o Not known
   o Partly known
   o Well known